
The Alpha King’s Daughter Chapter 8 

I invested the rest of the day lounging about, horrifically bored. I offered Viktor a break 
with the teasing, fully planning on resuming as soon as I dressed for the party. 

I had not been dressing to thrill any person else, just Viktor. I wanted to see if he might 
maintain his emotionless gaze when he saw what I was preparing to use. 

Caroline knocked on my room door around 8:30 p.m. Viktor stepped inside my space as 
Caroline entered and raided the wall surface. 

” Um, is he going to remain in here?” Caroline eyed me, a confused look on her face. 

I chuckled as well as trembled my head, “As long as you’re here, he is.” 

” I’m no hazard to Arabella, yet you on the other hand.” Caroline smirked at Viktor, 
whose look was solely concentrated on me. 

I rolled my eyes. As soon as we got to the event she had actually established her sights 
on some other inadequate sufferer as well as leave my body guard alone. “Begin 
Caroline, choose an outfit.” 

We strolled right into the giant walk-in wardrobe i rarely used and also I drew my dress 
from among the many shelfs. 

” A lot clothing.” Caroline wheezed, running her fingers along each piece. 

I laughed, “One of the rewards. There are disadvantages as well y’ recognize.”. 

” Oh please, I would certainly enjoy to be in your placement.” Caroline sighed dreamily. 

I shrugged, “It always appears much better from the outside.”. 

Caroline turned and increased her eyebrow at me, “Do not go all Shannon on me. She’s 
normally the one to say some philosophical shit like that.”. 

I smirked, “Maybe we can learn a thing or two from Shannon.”. 

” You’re one hundred percent appropriate, yet do not you risk inform her I stated that.” 
Caroline grimaced and aimed a finger at me. 

I giggled, “I don’t need to, she probably currently understands.”. 

” I vouch her and also her mother are psychic or something. Their always understanding 
your company without any person telling them.” Caroline grimace as she went through 
my gowns. 



I grabbed a set of strappy black heels and responded, “You’re right regarding that. I’ll be 
in the shower room doing my make-up.” As well as keeping that I left the closet. 

Viktor followed me to the shower room, however maintained his range. He stood just 
beyond the restroom as well as raided the wall. 

My Mommy would often tell me that silent individuals have one of the most intriguing 
thoughts. Quiet individuals were the ones who saw the world wherefore it truly was, and 
also can commonly translucent bullshit quickly. I asked yourself if Viktor suit that 
category. 

As vain as it appeared, I had not been used to doing full glamour makeup by myself. My 
Papa would generally have a team of ladies concern the manor and tend to my hair and 
makeup. I maintained the cosmetics easy tonight. I swiped on some eyeliner and 
included a tiny wing, then swiped on some mascara. I was never one for the entire 
foundation, whitewash and all of that. The procedure confused me and I constantly 
wound up messing it up. 

I was at a loss with my hair. I never looked after the expensive up-do’s, so I let my hair 
flow down my back in raven colored waves. 

I slipped on my outfit and also looked myself over in the mirror. The dress was black 
and fairly brief. The lace-like material holds on to my skin as well as showed off every 
contour. The neck line dipped extremely reduced, yet managed to completely cover my 
full breasts. Lastly, I slipped on my strappy black heels. 

” We look hot.” Aela’s smug voice ran through my mind. 

I giggled, as well as I couldn’t assist yet agree with her. “We most definitely do.”. 

” Let’s see him attempt to withstand us now.” Aela snickered. 

I smirked back at my arrogant wolf, “Oh he’ll attempt, yet he won’t be able to this time 
around.”. 

I practically jumped as Caroline stepped into the restroom and also looked me up and 
down. 

” Damn woman. You clean up great.” Caroline nodded, a little smirk having fun on her 
lips. 

I rolled my eyes, “We have actually known eachother my entire life. Why do you always 
appear so shocked?”. 

” Since I recognize your cosmetics skills are lacking.” Caroline laughed. 



I offered Caroline a playful glow and also left the restroom. I wished to see Viktor’s 
reaction while Caroline was active getting ready. He ‘d most definitely hide his possible 
reaction if Caroline existed. 

I unclothed the shower room and secured eyes with Viktor. He was leaning against the 
wall surface looking sexier than ever. 

His black mask blended in with his long sleeve charcoal colored t shirt. Black natural 
leather gloves covered his hands and also wrists. His delicious chocolate hair was 
cluttered as well as provided him that normal bad-boy appearance. What I discovered 
most appealing, was the way his obsidian eyes appeared to attract attention against 
what he was using. Even in the midst of all the dark garments, his eyes were the first 
thing you discovered concerning him. 

I stood in front of him and placed a hand on my hip, watching his eyes very closely. So 
many times I had vouched I saw a flicker of something strange under his dark stare, 
however he was a specialist at hiding it. 

I really felt a smirk creep throughout my face as he combated to keep his eyes locked 
on my very own. His gaze was hot and also sluggish, and as soon as his eyes flickered 
downwards, it was as if he could not stop them. 

His eyes wandered the dress I was using, remaining on my breast as well as my 
exposed thighs. The golden streaks that swirled in his eyes gave me all the details I 
required. He was definitely attracted. 

” He can’t aid himself.” Aela chuckled. 

I virtually took a step back when his common mood of ferocity as well as prominence 
barked to life, cleaning over me like a tidal wave. His eyes were practically completely 
gold now, his wolf chomping at the bit to come out as well as play. 

His aggressive aura possibly scared every person who came in contact with it, but also 
for some factor it just excited me. It sent unusual jolts of enjoyment as well as 
enjoyment down my back and inbetween my legs. 

I located myself taking steps towards him, his gold tinged stare back on my very own. 

When I was just a few feet away, he let out a sharp breath and averted his eyes. I really 
felt the irritation simmer within me. He was attempting to relax himself down. 

Viktor might have been trying to withstand me, however his wolf certainly had not been. 

” Why do not you let him appear and also play?” I sulked, utilizing my best seductive 
voice. I haven’t had any experience at being seductive, however I should have done an 
incredible job judging by his following reaction. 



A reduced caution grumble grumbled from Viktors chest and the waves of enjoyment 
remained to hurry with me. His eyes broke to my own, as well as this time they were 
virtually entirely gold. 

” Enough.” His deep voice sounded husky and also rough, and his mild accent included 
that guttural sound I was starting to such as. 

He took an action far from me as well as closed his eyes, his whole body was tense. I 
can see his muscles surge from under his t-shirt. Despite having the mask, I might see 
his jaw clinch and unclench. 

When he opened his eyes they were back to their luminescent obsidian. He offered me 
a fatality glow he possibly used on his enemies, yet fear declined to program with me. 

” Sorry?” I pouted, staring up at him through my eyelashes as well as a giggle escaped 
my lips when he rolled his eyes and also looked away. 

Not even a minute later on, Caroline came out of the bathroom and offered us a twirl. It 
was growing harder to resist rolling my eyes whenever Caroline attempted to flirt with 
Viktor. It always made me really feel complacent when his gaze never ever relocated 
from my very own. 

Caroline used a brief increased tinted gown with matching lipstick. Her lengthy sandy 
blonde hair was brought up into a high horse tail. 

” Aren’t you mosting likely to tell me I clean up nice?” She frowned at me. 

I chuckled and rolled my eyes, “You already understand you look great.”. 

Her pout changed into a laugh, “You’re. I look awesome.”. 

I elevated my eyebrow at her, “Are you all set to go? Or do you wish to stay right here 
and look in the mirror all night?”. 

” I prepare princess bossy pants.” Caroline stuck her tongue out at me as well as led the 
way from my bedroom. 

We went out of your house and I frowned when I discovered Caroline strolling in the 
direction of her car. 

” Considering that when do you take pleasure in driving?” I elevated my eyebrow at her 
as she climbed into the drivers seat. 

Caroline rolled her eyes and started the vehicle, “Given that now, bitch!”. 



I laughed at her as well as remembered how it had actually taken Caroline 7 shots and 
also an inadequately put kickback to finally pass her license examination. She was just 
one of those individuals that were also soaked up in their very own head and phone to 
be able to drive properly. 

” If you kill me on the way to this event, Viktor’s gon na kick your butt.” I stuck my 
tongue out at her. From the view Viktor’s face he agreed with my declaration totally. 

Caroline scoffed, “Oh please. I’m not that negative.”. 

” Says the lady that backed right into a damn building.” Aela jeered. 

I smirked, “Hey, really did not you run into a structure that one time?” In spite of my 
much better judgement, I climbed up into the guest seat as well as enjoyed as Viktor 
climbed up right into the back. 

” That was an accident as well as you understand it!” Caroline reprimanded me. 

” The only accident was the fact that she got on her phone while it occurred.” Aela rolled 
her eyes and also I stifled a giggle. 

I responded, a severe view on my face. “Oh yes a crash.”. 

” It was not my fault that Tyler chose to message me that precise moment. Caroline 
scoffed as if it were the most obvious point in the world. 

We invested the next fifteen mins weaving on the main roads. My hand clutched the 
door for dear life as I broke driving advice at Caroline. 

” No phone.” I grumbled, pulling her phone from her hand as she made a left turn. 

Caroline scoffed, “Yes mother.”. 

” You’re dreadful reckless for a breakable human, Caroline.” I grimaced at her. 

She shrugged and also shot me a laugh, “I live for the danger.”. 

” You indicate you live to be reckless.” I pointed out. 

Viktor looked eerily calm sitting in the rear, however his eyes were trained on me. I 
questioned if he was quietly stressing at the state of Caroline’s driving. 

I didn’t doubt it when Caroline had left our major community, neither when she 
transformed onto an unknown roadway. We brought up at what seemed a club. The 
neon lights stood out versus the dark road and also the songs from within pounded past 
the doors. 



” Caroline?” I scowled, “This isn’t a house party.”. 

Caroline rolled her eyes. This is one of the ideal around. Caroline pouted, providing me 
a tiny smile when she saw the reluctance on her face. 

” Penalty.” I sighed, “But if my Dad finds out I’m criticizing you.”. 

” Simply tell Viktor to keep quiet about it.” Caroline giggled, leaving the auto. 

Viktor as well as I jumped out of the car and also stood off sideways while Caroline 
spoke to the bouncer. 

” Viktor, could you not mention this to my Dad?” I sighed, begging with my eyes. 

Viktor’s look looked also darker standing under the improperly lit street light. He blurted 
a huff and rolled his eyes, however finally nodded yes. 

” Thanks!” I smiled up at him, “However everyone else below will certainly see me.” I 
frowned, feeling silly for not thinking of it previously. 

I was nearly one hundred percent certain Viktor was smirking under his mask. If the 
reduced fifty percent of his face was as gorgeous as the remainder of him, I made 
certain I would certainly swoon at the sight of his smirk. 

I viewed calmly as he reached into his pants pocked and pulled out among his signature 
black masks. 

” Aw, I really feel so special Viktor.” I grinned up at him, “Thanks!” I stood up to need to 
hug him, knowing he most likely would not appreciate it. 

” Sooner or later he will.” Aela chipped in. 

Viktor raised his brow at me, that odd flicker of something glinting in his eyes. 

I slid the mask on and also covered the lower fifty percent of my face. Part of me really 
felt complacent as I matched with Viktor. 

” We look good next to him.” Aela purred approvingly. 

I smirked, “I think so as well.”. 

We strolled into the club with Caroline, who apparently paid off the baby bouncer fifty 
bucks to allow us ahead of the line. 

The various colored lights flashed and rushed from one person to another while the 
bass made the floor really feel as though it were shaking. 



” Well, this is intense.” I howled over the songs. 

The club given off alcohol, sweat, as well as sex. It had not been specifically a positive 
odor, and also being a Lycan only heightened that. 

Caroline dragged me onto the dance flooring whilst Viktor stood versus the wall surface, 
only feet far from us. 

I saw what Caroline did, and also followed her actions carefully. In all sincerity, my 
preferred component of the night so far was Viktor chasing after off every man that 
positioned their hands on me. 

We quit at one point to grab some drinks. I ensured Caroline took it slow, while I opted 
for a soft drink. There was a great chance Viktor or I might need to drive home if 
Caroline consumed alcohol too much. 

We made our way back to the dancing floor and also grabbed where we left off. We 
danced up until my feet hurt as well as my muscled shed. While I didn’t enjoy the close 
proximity with arbitrary individuals, I certainly enjoyed the vibrant lights and also dance. 

Eventually the tune altered, and a lot of individuals rushed out onto the dancing flooring. 
I lost sight of Viktor as well as for a moment I panicked. 

I let myself relax when I remembered my Uncle’s words. I knew it had not been a 
complete grantee, yet he felt confident that our area was secure. 

I really felt a hand twist around my arm and I jerked around to go after another asshole 
off. Much to my surprise, it was just Caroline. 

” Arabella, we need to go!” Caroline appeared stressed. 

I scowled, my eyes darting around for Viktor. “What’s going on, Caroline?” I snapped, 
are afraid tinging my voice. 

I can really feel the adrenaline begin to permeate into my blood vessels and I tried not 
to panic. 

” There’s these men. They know that you are, their trying to find you.” Caroline 
wheezed, seeming like she was out of breath. 

Even with the thin coat of sweat clinging to my body, I felt ice cold. 

” Just how did they discover who I was, Caroline?” I broke, ordering her shoulders and 
also requiring her to look at me. 



Rips sprung to her eyes and I could tell she was beginning to go crazy, “I do not know! I 
do not recognize!” Her voice expanded higher as tears intimidated to drop from her 
eyes. 

” We require to discover Viktor and get out of below.” I roared, my eyes scanning the 
group. 

I locked eyes with a strange male standing throughout the club. Even with the pounding 
music and also flashing lights, we gazed directly at one an additional. 

I viewed in scary as he lifted something right into the air, and pointed it directly at my 
face. 

” Come down!” I attempted to howl above the music. I got hold of Caroline by her 
shoulder and also tugged her to the flooring in time to hear a weapon speak up. 

The thumping music that had actually once sounded upbeat currently seemed like some 
sort of techno funeral march. 

People started to panic at the audio of the weapon as well as ran in every direction. I 
jumped up from the floor and scanned about for Caroline or Viktor. Neither were 
anywhere to be located. 

” We require to lead them away from these people, Arabella.” Aela’s voice screamed in 
my panic soaked brain. 

The man I had secured eyes with was a lot closer to me now, pushing himself via the 
group to reach me. I clambered away from him and also pushed past the agitated 
people as rapid as I could. 

Instead of heading towards the front doors, I ran towards the rear of the club. I hoped 
they had a backdoor someplace within reach. 

My fingers glided past the bathroom doors up until my eyes locked on the red EXIT 
indication hanging a few feet away. I really did not be reluctant, I competed the door and 
barreled with it. 

I stumbled out onto a glossy street way. The smell of piss and also trash melted my 
nostrils. 

The chain link fence was chilly versus my back and also my eyes scanned the side of 
the club and the entryway to the alley. 

I wanted to lead them away from every person else, maintain everybody else risk-free 
from harm. I really did not have a strategy for when they came for me. 



4 numbers showed up at the entrance of the street way as well as my heart nearly 
stopped. I could vaguely construct out long shaggy hair on each of the men. 

” Aela, what do I do?” My voice was touched with anxiety. 

Aela stopped briefly, “We battle, Arabella. With each other.”. 

I could feel her stamina course via me as well as I tensed, waiting for the moment to 
strike. 

The opportunities of my survival were low if they had a weapon. Wolfs scourge bullets 
would result in an extremely agonizing fatality, however I couldn’t cope with myself if I 
didn’t attempt. 

I might feel my own mood of power surrounding me. My Daddy’s Alpha King blood, and 
those of his ancestors, hurried through my veins. 

The last idea that went through my head was the face of Viktor. 

 


